Spectacular Science Assembly
October 13th 2016
Results from Parent Evaluations
Nine parents evaluated our SPECTACULAR SCIENCE Assembly on October 13th 2016. They told us
what they thought about the opportunity to join us. These are their responses:
1. What did you learn about our school today?
The children are learning lots of exciting topics.
They are happy children with lots of potential.
It’s lovely to see all the projects.
Children excited about showing their work.
The children work very hard and are enthusiastic about learning.
What they have been learning in class throughout the years.
Use science in fun ways to teach (children)
Nice projects to go with what students learn.
More than what they (children) tell me!
2. What did you learn about our SCIENCE curriculum?
I learnt about pneumatics – very interesting.
Use of practical/visual tools eg making, drawing etc to aid learning is good
Students look like they’ve enjoyed working on science.
Correlates with each year (group).
Variety of activities.
Shows clear differentiation across year groups.
What each year group have been learning.
Covers all different things - each year does something different.
3. What do you think the children had learnt about science throughout the school? Do
you think that there was a progression of knowledge and skills from Y1 to Y6?
It was more in depth as the (children’s) years got older.
Each class seemed excited about their projects.
They have learnt about a range of different things.
Yes, there was a good progression.
Science exists all around in different ways.
Yes, there is definitely a progression covering a vast amount of science related topics.
4. What were your thoughts about how well the children behaved as they came into
assembly? (1 is low, 5 is high)
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5. What were your thoughts about how well the children behaved during the assembly?
(1 is low, 5 is high)
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Any further comments:
Fantastic work – great for building pupils’ confidence.
As always – another super assembly
Fantastic work, well behaved children – really enjoyed it.
Could there be more visual stimulation for the children in the main hall eg work displayed
on boards/more colour?
A lovely afternoon.
The children all seem very confident and were encouraged.
Keep up the good work.
Very well organised.
The need to encourage less able students. Showcasing the able children is good but the
growth in learning and skills of the less able needs to be seen as well.

